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ABSTRACT Relativistic theory of imcleai scattering of electrons lias been consideted 
from the wavestatistical point of view It has been shown that lu a first order relativistic 
approximation the ordinary hydrodyuaimcal wave equation is slighth' modified On 
deriving the vvellknovvii x-equations with the help of the nindificd cijuation wc gel a new 
term in the interaction energy which 1 ogether with the other wellknown intcrac'ion terms 
gives the correct scattering formula
I N T R O D U C T I O N
Relativiiitic theory of electron scattering has first been given by Mott 
(1929), using Dirac’s lincai equation for the electron. In addition to the
wellknown cosec^ -  term he has obtained two correction terms, the second
of which is proportional to Later on Sexl (1933) has considered the
problem afresh starting with the quadratic form of Diiac’s equation 
Dirac, 1947) and has obtained a formula for the scaUenng intensity difTcring 
from Mott’s formula only in the last correetion term The controversy over 
the second correction term has been finally, settled by Urban (19^2), who, on 
checking up the calculations of l\Iott, finds that Mott’s method, after proper 
appioxiniation, also gives exactly the same formula as that obtained by v^ exl 
Hoc- c ii , ) .  It may also be mentioned that Saiiter (1933) and recently Sengupta 
and Chatterji (1050) have obtained the above Molt-Sexl formula without the
second correction term by a p p l i c a t i o n  o f  Born’s method of approximation to
the linear equation of Diiac.
Recently Kar (194s, 1947) 1'as considered the problem of liiftli velocity 
scattering from the uave-statistical point of view and has derived Mott’s 
formula using some new ideas legarding spiu-spm interaction, lu the 
present paper we shall show that the introduction of these ideas is not at al 
necessary and the correct Mott-Sexl formula can be deduced wave-statistically 
in a perfectly straightforward manner
It is wellknown lliat 111 wavestatistics wc lake for the phase waves the 
general hydrodynaiiiioal wave equation in the foim
9!^ =.=AI) (1 )
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and from it we obtain the wellknown differential equations for the Xi- and 
X2- waves. W e shall presently show that equation (i) is only a first approxi­
mation of the actual equation satisfied by the density function in a compres­
sible medium. If we carry the approximation a stage furtherj we get an 
equation slightly different from (i). On deriving Xi- and Xa- equations 
from it we get a new term in the interaction oncigy which together with the 
other wellknown interaction energies gives the correct scattering formulae.
W A V E  E Q U A 'J' I O N
The \vellknowu Dernoulli’s equcition and the etiiiation of continuity for 






+ div (pw) = o
where <f> is the velocity potential and the velocity of the 




+ P div w + {w grad p) = o
or,
0/^
+ pA0 + (tu grad p) + div pie = o
(2.1)
(2.2)
Substituting for 0 and p from (2) we get
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0/
P - P o
Po ^PPo Po
Neglecting the last two terms in (3) we get
0 V
0/




It is evident from the above derivation that the change of p in the last term 
of (4) is due to motion of the fluid. It is therefore negligible, except for very 
large velocity, i.e , when ?e; is comparable with c, the velocity of light. Hence 
for this p W'e can write (in the relativistic region)
P = — — V  ;
( i - i S T
(4.1)
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or approximately,
( = '.c., = . (^2)
-Siibstituliug this value of p -p o  iu the last term of (.1) we get
It is evident that for small velocities, the last term can be neglected ajid then 
(5) becomes identical uuth the equation (i)
If we now lake the general liydrodynaniical wave equation in Ihc form 
(5), the equation for the phase waves becomes
0/2 (tc glad/J)^o
Eliininaliiig time we get for llie >-waves
Ax , X -  (.;'«radx) = ..
f6)
•• (7)
Now for Xi-waves and the relativistic frequency iq is given by
[Kar and vSengUjda
(/v -/^ -o + K . , - n " - E o ^  
 ^ /r E ~ K ,- „  + h:o-I^
... (7.1)
where E is the total energy, E,_o the well known spm-orhit inteiaction 
energy being given by Thomas (1927)
K , - , , -  , (LS)21110 r r
7^.2)
and V is the electrostatic potential energy. vSubstiluting 111 (7) and remcm- 
1 V  rbering that w =  — — - grad V ~  -  - - , we get,
mo f
A X , + 1 ^ 0
For X2-waves, we have,
/5 = ... (9)
where is the velocity of the ])i03ected in the ij-space being given
by [Kar and Sengiipta (/ c.) L
-,2= '
j( / i- £ ,- o  + K o -^ T -l-o ® r'
Remembering that vo =  — , we gel for the ^2-waves the same equation as (8). 
h
Thus equation (S) may be written in the j^eneral fonn
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O r  j
(lo)
On conipariny (lo) with the etiuation deduced in the earlier paper [Kar and 
Scn|Tiipta (1949)! we notice that in addition to the well known relativistic and 
spin-orbit corrections Lo energy, we have here a ne\v correction term whose 
value is given by
h- Zc^ 3
... (10.i)
16^ "^m0 ' ^ '01
It may here be noLed that this particulai interaction term has also been 
obtained by Condon and vShortley C1935) by forming, to a first approximation, 
the relativistic quadratic wave equation from D irac’s linear aquation for the 
electron. They have showed the importance of the term in\ spectroscopy. 
'We shall presently show that this term has also great importance in scattering 
and that its contribution to the scattering formula corresponds t i  Mott-»SexTs 
first correction. \
C A L C U J . A T I O N  o f  T H K  S C ' A T T K R I N O  I N T E N S I T Y
By separating the interaction energies involving V  and K® we can write 
(lu) in the form
( l l )
Remembering that in the above does not contain /-io, we get from (11), the 
rest energy of the electron,
AX+ -'I;,, “ 2mo l ’ “  2m()h\,
y2 )
+ 2m(iT\ + o =  o ... ( i i 'i )
where /»= — r   ^ tbc relativistic momentum of the electron.
W c now consider the scattering of a beam of fast electrons incident on a 
nucleus by usual Born's approximation method ( )utside the potential field 
the wave function for the incident beam is
X^-c^-nip (non//I. ... (12)
where Dq is the unit vectoi along the direction of incidence. 0^ iu ^^ 2) is 
averaged for unit volume. Hence it represents an intensity of v electrons 
cros.sing unit aiea per unit time. Near the nucleus, the wave equation is 
given by ( it .i) .  This ei|Uation can be WTitteii in the form
A X +  X = fX (1 3 )
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where F = :iwV~2Wo\', -  + 27Mo^ -^,)
Now \vc try to find a solution of (13') of the form
 ^  ^1 1
wlieie 0^ represents the incident wave and the scattered wave. 
From (13) and (13.2) wc get at once the well known solution
• ,^iTTi//l /' I r - r' 1
47T 'AiXi I r - r '  1
which has tlie asymptotic lorin (for large r)
'•TTJ pl / l l
- F(
A I X , —  -
47T
rJ i /I I r
r




( 1 4 . T '
where n is the unit vector along the direction of scattering In the following 
we shall replace X in the integral by ihc incident wave function, as is 
usual 111 the Born's first approximation.
Now the integral in (1^ 1 1) consists of four different integrals corres­
ponding to the four different interaction terms in F  The fir.st of the integrals
is, reineinbcriiig that V -- -  ,
7T//>(n,i-n, r)//( i . rfj J^5)
Now taking polar angle ^i=(' along the direction of the vector n„-n the 
integration (15) can be easily performed If we take into account the correc­
tion for critical approach (K ai.ig^ s), tlien evidently the lower limit of the 
r-integration should be taken ?o instead of zero, where iq is the distance of 
critical approach. Then we get
Stt^ ui/ c'  _____^




 ^ being the angle of scattering and k = —  -
been derived wave-statistically by Kar (1Q45) is
>0 =  I . ,15.— - o  (i -/J^Kcosec-^ - 1) 
muv-
The value of /q as has
(iS-2)
It is evident- from above that kro is geneially small for high velocity of inci­
dence and cos kro is only slightly different from one.
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The second integration can be written in the form [vide (lo.i)  and (13.i) ],
I 2 — ~  o f  (Oq'^ ) dr sin 1^ ... (16)2moC^ J dr
If we remember that 0  ^ is taken zero along Hq —n, then it can be easily 
shown that
(16-2)
(iior) =  r(sin - cos -t cos— sin cos 0il . . (16.i)
2 2
Substituting this in (16) and performing the differentiation, we get
/ g — — |sin-*  ^ f  <?/A?cos 0j dr cosO] sin^id^id^i
h VU)C I 2J
+ cos^  ^ j f//frco,s 0, sin'^^id<9| cos<?>id(/»i(|
The second term evidently vanishes through </>i-integration. The first inte­
gration can be easily peifoimcd and we get, \
-  (16.3)\ 6 )
The third integration can be performed in the same way as the first one 
and we get,
lic'-^ m^ iV sin —
(17)
In the fourth integral there is a factor (LS)-L x.^ x '■ If
we write out the vvell'known ojjerators for L „  etc., then with the help of 
( i6 'i)  the integration can be easily iierfonncd and it may be seen that,
/ 4 -0





. (i -  (3 f^^\co'ncc  ^  ^ cos kU) ~ J i . i k r j ^
+ " l£ Z 3* l o ^ l ' 'c o s e c '
he- :
(Kj)
If the relative scatteicd intensity be given by then to a first approxi­
mation
f(^)=( - 2 f (1 ~/:J )^'!coSPc'* -cos'- /^jro - -acos kro cosec®271/o'y^/ I 2 2
2;rcos/*rro(Tr- 2k'}(i)Ze^v
hc^
cosec-^ }■ ... (19.1)
I 2 \
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Neglecting the correction for the critical approach, we get
2ntQV
)^co 2^Zc®U (20)
which is identical with the formula obtained by Mott-Sexl.
In conclusion, it may be mentioned that in deriving the above foiinula of 
scattering we have found (Eqn. i8) that the spin-orbit inteiaction term in 
F  has no contribution to the scattering intensity Since the other two inter­
action terms in F  have a relativistic origin, it may be easily seen that both 
the corrections in Mott-Sexl formula (20) are really relativistic.
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